
Modern public transport passengers are no longer willing to turn up at a bus stop and wait for a bus 
that may or may not show up on time. Accurate, reliable and available information cannot be viewed 
as a ‘nice to have’: today’s passengers demand high quality information available wherever and 
whenever required.

If people are to choose public transport ahead of other options they must have access to accurate, 
trusted and easily understood information. This information process can be a journey in itself, with a 
variety of considerations such as: How do I reach my destination? What are my options? Is there a less 
expensive option? Where do I board? Is the bus delayed? Will I get a seat? Are there any disruptions?

It is vital that local authorities are able to provide this kind of information if passengers are to make 
the sustainable choice to use public transport. Trapeze’s Journey enables authorities to deliver all of 
the above and more, retaining control over the information provided, as well as the ability to change 
information at a moment’s notice.

TRUE REAL TIME
Journey represents a step-change 

in journey planning. Rather than 

layering on top of the static 

schedule, Journey uses live data 

and plans in true real time.

Passengers can trust Journey to 

provide them with up-to-the-

minute information that will make 

their trips simple and stress-free, 

increasing confidence in the public 

transport network as a viable 

travel option for everyone.

LIVE TRAVEL 
INFORMATION
        for Local Authorities
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Overview

 Elements 

• View departures in real time

• Interactive map

• Plan a journey

• View routes

• Manage disruptions

• Multimodal: bus, train, ferry, metro, tram, 
cycles, walking, e-scooters, micromobility

• Location aware: see nearby departure 
information

• Link to additional information

• Save favourite stops - access departure 
information with one click

Key Benefits

 Simple: easy to manage and update  

• Fast and accurate: information is live the next 
day

• Empower passengers to choose public 
transport

• Provide accurate information through periods 
of disruption

• Retain control over your transport 
information

• Maintain the client relationship

• Responsive web platform - works on all 
devices

• Plans in true real time, increasing confidence 
in public transport


